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Veteran high-yield investor Frank Scavone has teamed up 
with hedge fund honcho Daniel Loeb to launch a commercial 
real estate lending business.

Trawler Capital aims to originate $150 million of subordi-
nate debt in its first 12 months. Scavone, former head of CBRE 
Capital, and Loeb, who runs New York hedge fund operator 
Third Point, are 50/50 partners in the new firm, based in Roslyn, 
N.Y. Scavone leads the investment program.

Trawler can originate mezzanine loans, B-notes and pre-
ferred-equity stakes that bring the total leverage on properties 
up to around 80%. The investments will be held either by an 
open-end fund that the company is setting up or by Loeb’s fam-
ily office.

Late last year, Scavone began raising capital for the operation 
and assembling his team. Richard Spinelli, formerly at Nomura 
and Starwood Capital, oversees investments in the Eastern U.S., 
while Joe Laderer, an alumnus of Guggenheim and Deutsche 
Bank, heads activity in the West. Both are managing directors, 
as is Jerry Bright, who focuses on business development and 
previously worked in the new-business unit at Third Point. Ted 
Noel, who previously worked at Summit Strategies, is a senior 
advisor and former Neuberger Berman staffer Michael Olivieri is 
an assistant vice president.

Scavone had been president of CBRE Capital, which he 
joined in 2008 and left in 2014. During that time, the debt plat-
form of CBRE Global managed open- and closed-end funds 
with capital commitments of more than $900 million. It co-
invested with Third Point on a handful of deals.

Trawler is taking a conservative approach in choosing its 

debt investments, Scavone said. “We are currently underwrit-
ing loss severity consistent with 2005-vintage loans, and thus 
are investing very cautiously into solid credits,” he said. 
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Veteran B-piece investor Michael Vassilaros resigned from LNR Property this week. His plans couldn’t be learned. Vassilaros, whose title was chief investment o�  cer for real estate debt, co-headed LNR’s B-piece unit with president Adam Behlman. � e buzz is that director Jason Nick will move into that role alongside Behlman. Vassilaros had joined the Starwood Property a�  liate in 2005. He and Behlman became co-heads early last year a� er Luke Dann le�  the top spot to start a high-yield investment program at Prime Finance.
TH Real Estate hired Michael Jameson last month as a managing director in charge of originations in the Western U.S. He’s based in San Francisco, report-ing to Ted Norman, head of commercial mortgage originations for TH, a unit of TIAA’s Nuveen asset-management arm. Jameson previously was a managing 

$2 Billion Sought to Refi nance GM BuildingA Boston Properties partnership is seeking to line up roughly $2 billion of debt to 
re� nance the GM Building in Midtown Manhattan, one of the most valuable prop-
erties in the U.S.

� e Boston REIT and its partners, including a�  liates of the families of Chinese 
developer Zhang Xin and Brazilian banker Moise Safra, are seeking a term of 10-12 
years. � e assignment, which is being pitched via Eastdil Secured, is likely to go to 
commercial MBS lenders.� e Boston Properties partnership didn’t specify a loan amount in its request, 
but people familiar with the matter said they expect it to be in the vicinity of $2 bil-
lion. � at would represent about one-half of the skyscraper’s estimated value, which 
has climbed since a 40% interest traded in 2013. In that transaction, the Chinese 
and Brazilian investors paid about $1.4 billion, valuing the 2 million-square-foot 
property at $3.4 billion, or $1,700/sf. At a $4 billion valuation, the building would

See GM on Page 7Wells to Cut Down on ‘Kitchen Sink’ OfferingsWells Fargo plans to � oat fewer “kitchen sink” conduit deals this year and instead 
put greater emphasis on the “BNK” program that it runs with Bank of America and 
Morgan Stanley.

Wells is telling its conduit partners that it now plans to participate in six BNK deals, 
up from the original projection of four. At the same time, it will reduce the number of 
deals backed by collateral from a large, rotating list of lenders to three, from six.

� e decision demonstrates how the imposition of risk-retention rules is chang-
ing market forces, in turn causing lenders to adjust their strategies. Relatively small 
shops, which have less � exibility to react, have been feeling the brunt of the impact.

Multiple conduit shops have relied on Wells’ kitchen-sink deals as an exit strat-
egy, so the pullback could put them in a squeeze and send them scrambling to � nd 
alternatives.

“It feels like all the oxygen is leaving the room,” said a lender whose shop has
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cho Daniel Loeb to launch a commercial real estate lending business.
Trawler Capital aims to originate $150 million of subordinate debt in its � rst 12 

months. Scavone, former head of CBRE Capital, and Loeb, who runs New York hedge 
fund operator Third Point, are 50/50 partners in the new � rm, based in Roslyn, N.Y. 
Scavone leads the investment program.Trawler can originate mezzanine loans, B-notes and preferred-equity stakes that 
bring the total leverage on properties up to around 80%. � e investments will be held 
either by an open-end fund that the company is setting up or by Loeb’s family o�  ce.

Late last year, Scavone began raising capital for the operation and assembling 
his team. Richard Spinelli, formerly at Nomura and Starwood Capital, oversees 
investments in the Eastern U.S., while Joe Laderer, an alumnus of Guggenheim and 
Deutsche Bank, heads activity in the West. Both are managing directors, as is Jerry
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